A Platform Strategy Institute Multiclient Study

PLATFORM TALENT 2020
The Race for Talent in an Age of Platforms
Platform business models have become a powerful global force. The top 75 platform companies have a market cap of over $7.5 trillion. The disruptive success of platforms has prompted many incumbent companies to adopt platform strategies. The success of platforms has also encouraged thousands of startup companies to embrace platform strategies.

Together, these developments are driving a growing need for specialized platform talent. The number of job postings seeking platform skills has grown significantly in the past 5 years. The demand arises from existing platforms to sustain their platform talent pool. It also arises from new players entering the startup market as well as incumbents seeking to transform their businesses. The race for platform talent will only increase as digital transformation drives the reality that anywhere there can be a platform there will be a platform.

Platform Talent 2020 will sort through the complexity to offer an objective assessment of the evolving market for platform talent and the implications for critical business decision making. The study will provide a detailed look at the critical role that talent plays in platform strategy. We will look at the growing demand for platforms and what this demand looks like, as well as examine the supply side of the market. Where is the supply of platform talent coming from and where is your organization most likely to find it.

Employing the right talent is a fundamental building block to creating an organization that is capable of innovating and deploying its resources to achieve high performance. In the context of platforms, need for new talent drives important strategic questions:

What portfolio of roles and competencies best position an organization to execute platform strategies?

What common patterns characterize core platform roles and skills?

Where are the greatest constraints in the market for platform talent and how can organizations overcome these constraints?

How do next-generation technologies such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, voice technology, and 5G drive platform talent needs?
What you will learn

In this study, we will identify and explore the critical dimensions of the competition for platform talent. Specifically, we will examine:

- Why platform strategy requires roles and competencies that differ from those required for traditional product and enterprise strategy
- The types of skills and roles required to achieve strategic platform objectives
- Where the biggest constraints in finding and filling key platform roles exist and how they can be overcome
- Where can platform talent be found
- What programs and resources are available to train inhouse talent if the required skills cannot be found externally
- Which badging and credentialing programs verify platform knowledge and skills
Approach

Platform Talent 2020 will draw on both quantitative and qualitative analysis. PSI has developed a unique data set of global platform job postings, which offers rich insights into the types of skills and capabilities organizations across the world are seeking to fulfill their platform talent needs.

Agenda and Deliverables

- One-on-one call with participants
- Interim results webinar
- Final results and implications webinar
- Final report and platform jobs data set

Who should participate?

Few if any sectors are untouched by the platform revolution. We are seeing platform strategies being adopted not only by digital natives but also by firms that span nearly every industry—financial services, retail, education, healthcare, manufacturing, industrial IoT as well as energy.

Platform Talent 2020 will be of particular benefit to:

- Companies seeking insights for their corporate planning and talent growth playbooks
- Companies developing talent plans to implement platform strategies
- Consulting companies providing digital transformation services
- Companies offering human capital recruiting and executive search services
- Venture capital and other investors that have developed a portfolio of platform companies
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The Platform Strategy Institute is dedicated to advancing the theory and practice of platform strategy. We help clients realize emerging opportunities, identify value, and create new opportunities by harnessing the full power of platform business models. PSI delivers critical knowledge and independent analysis on platform strategy in the context of a rapidly evolving competitive landscape. Our services help decision-makers anticipate the future and formulate timely, successful plans in the face of rapid changes and uncertainty. PSI is valued for independence, foundational research, foresight, and original thinking.
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